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Models representing various types of turbulent transport in the plasma confined by an

external magnetic field are complex set of non-linear differential equations in partial derivatives

within a real space and in a phase one. Complexity of these model sets of equations applied for

obtaining the heat transport coefficients and for predicting the energy confinement time in the

closed toroidal magnetic traps at present makes it necessary to use the methods from the theory

of similarity for a theoretical analysis.

In variance of similarity criteria respective to transformation retaining the initial

equations unchanged allows one to produce these criteria even in case, when real channels of

heat losses have no theoretical grounds. This very situation take place at modern tokamaks.

As known, the set of Fokker-Planck and Maxwell equations used for description of

behaviour of the plasma confined by a magnetic field has four main independent dimensionless

parameters determining the plasma state. In this case, the total number of natural transfer

model is equal 16. Previously, in the studies of the non-linear sets of differential equations 8

kinetic and 2 hydrodynamical ones were analysed. It has been found out that conditions

binding the exponents of a power to the main parameters produced by Connor and Taylor for

a two-parametrical dissipative MHD model differ from a natural dissipative MHD model. It has

been shown that this difference is related with the fact that in Ohm's law a longitudinal electron

pressure gradient is taken into account in case.

In this paper, using algebraic equations represents four natural physical conditions only

: non-collisionality, quasineutrality, electrostaticity and magnetohydrodihamicity, the mode!

kinetic transport coefficients.have been verified and the transport coefficients for all the MHD

models have been originally found.

The real transport coefficients can be expressed in terms of transport coefficients for

various models In this connection, some rules for the "effective" summation of model

coefficients are proposed.
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